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	untitled1: Suggested behavior based on the podcast E10: Creating a job you love with career coach Becca Carnahan
	untitled2: Able to book meetings efficiently allowing enough time between meetings and including time for me to work on my personal passions
	untitled3: Use Calendly or another calendar book system to avoid back on forth in emails and to avoid me saying yes when it doesn't really suit. The system reinforces the boundaries for me and it isn't personal.
	untitled4: For meetings with clients in particular and meetings for myself. I should decide on limits ahead of time to give me space between meetings and to give me long periods for focused work. I will decide which days of the week I want meetings.
	untitled5: I need to go online and sign up for Calendly. A free version is sufficient for most needs.
	untitled6: With clients and myself.
	untitled7: Make sure I have 15 minutes between meetings. Make sure I have some 3 hour periods for focused work.
	untitled8: NA
	untitled9: I will book out a month at a time to ascertain what pattern of meetings best fits my flow. I need to book time to set up the schedule each month, if I don't have a regular schedule every month.
	untitled10: I need to commit to downloadng the software within the next 7 days. Other people often use Calendly so this will remind me. Every time I plan a meeting I need to think of the benefits of using Calendly.
	untitled11: Some of my clients are on international time zones so I want availability for them to be more flexible. How do meetings not organized on Calendly line up?
	untitled12: I need to tell my partner, friend and coach that I am planning to use this new software to make my life easier. I will ask them to follow up with me to remind me. I may even tell my clients so they keep me accountable.
	untitled13: I need to assess how the system is working mostly from a meeting scheduling perspective of giving me enough space between meetings and time to think deeply on projects. Mostly stress tracking based on days and number of meetings.
	untitled14: Ask friends or colleagues about how they use this and what works, e.g. is it worth paying for upgrade. Look for you Tube tutorials if I am struggling. Tell friend/partner starting this system and ask them to check in and help me trial software.
	untitled15: Saving time on emails coordinating meetings will be biggest reward. I can also acknowledge how I am learning a new system and taking time to take back control of my time. Another benefit is not feeling uncomfortable setting boundaries. The software will help enforce limits and reduce my people pleasing tendencies.
	untitled16: Even if software doesn't work for every meeting, if it reduces back on forth on majority of meetings this will be a benefit. I can ask how others use it effectively for international clients and how to align with my other systems. Reaching out to other people managing clients will be helpful to get support.
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